Quikfynd Product Versions and Features

Tame Your Fragmented
Data with QuikFynd’s
Enterprise QuikSearch
IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY AND INCREASE COLLABORATION
BY ENABLING YOUR WORKFORCE TO QUICKLY
FIND THE RIGHT INFORMATION
According to Forrester Research Workforce Survey in 2016, 54% of those
surveyed say that their work gets interrupted because they cannot find or get
access to information that is essential to completing their tasks.
You have valuable data in your company and the quantity of this data is growing
minute by minute, which is going to exacerbate this situation. As your company
adopts cloud solutions, your data is now in cloud drives, in addition to your
company servers and desktops, making them extremely difficult (if not impossible)
to quickly locate and manage.
QuikFynd’s QUIKSEARCH enables instantly finding files on your desktop, network,
and across multiple cloud drives (Google Drive, Box, DropBox, OneDrive,
Amazon) with just a few keystrokes. QuikFynd also helps you navigate through all
your enterprise data with more information about each file like (i.e.: legal doc, tech,
travel doc, picture of a computer, person, automobile, etc. You can greatly
improve productivity for your enterprise by enabling your workforce to find the
relevant and needed information faster from all your data sources and access it
securely.

QuikFynd Benefits:
✓ QUIKSEARCH ACROSS MULTIPLE DATA
STORES (DESKTOP, CLOUD, NAS)
✓ QUIKTAG: AUTOMATED FILE TAGGING
WITH MACHINE LEARNING
✓ IDENTIFY AND SEARCH OBJECTS
WITHIN IMAGES

KEY FEATURES:
✓ Full featured QUIKSEARCH:
Name & Meta Data, File Tag,
Physical Location
✓ Automatic categorization
(QUIKTAG) of documents &
images : legal, technology,
business, science, code, etc.
✓ Search for Objects within
Images. I.E: picture of a car,
table, tree, computer, etc.
✓ Scanned Document & Picture
Search: The ability to search
documents and pictures that
have been scanned.
✓ Auto Suggestions
✓ Highlighting of Search Results
✓ Duplicate Document Detection
✓ Create Collections and Share

✓ SEARCH DOCUMENTS AND PICTURES
THAT HAVE BEEN SCANNED.
✓ THE FASTEST WAY TO FIND THE
NEEDED FILES
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✓ Data Privacy
✓ Find Similar Content

Quikfynd Product Versions and Features
FEATURES
DATA PRIVACY
Your data and the search index always remain on your own device, so you know that your data
is not subject to any privacy concerns.
AUTO ORGANIZATION
QuikFynd automatically organizes your data into common categories such as Images,
Documents, Music so you have instant access to your data without browsing through folders.
FULL FEATURED SEARCH WITH RESULTS HIGHLIGHTING
You can easily find you files by just typing a keyword and QuikFynd will search for file names,
folder names, meta tags and content in your files for the matching keyword. QuikFynd even
highlights matching text, so that you can open the right document the very first time.
AUTOSUGGEST
With just one keystroke, QuikFynd will suggest words that are present in your content so that
you don't have to remember full word or its spelling.
CLOUD SEARCH
Now you can connect multiple cloud storage accounts to your NAS based search server. Your
data stays in the respective cloud drives, but you can still perform powerful search across NAS
and all cloud drives. Cloud Drives include Google Drive, Box, Dropbox, OneDrive, & Amazon.
LOCATION SEARCH
QuikFynd translates GPS information from your images to friendly location based information
so that you just say “Paris” and we find pictures from your Paris dream vacation.
DUPLICATE DETECTION
If you have same copy of your file across your storage devices and even across multiple cloud
drives,
COLLECTIONS FOR QUICK SHARING
With QuikFynd you can select any number of items across your local and cloud storage
accounts and create a shared link that can be password protected and have policy controls to
automatically expire so that you can share securely.
BROWSER ACCESS
When using a computer, you can use QuikFynd Web interface from your browser to search and
access files on your NAS.
NAS SEARCH
Search content on your NAS with support for popular NAS models
AUTO TEXT TAGGING
QuikFynd’s QUIKTAG can identify if your document is a technology article or related to
business. It can identify names of people and organizations or locations in documents and tag
them automatically.
DETECT OBJECTS IN IMAGES
QuikFynd's intelligent AI based algorithms can identify common objects in your pictures so you
can now easily find the right image (i.e.: a picture of a computer, car, person, tables, etc.).
SEARCH SCANNED DOCUMENTS AND IMAGES
QuikFynd will search meta tags and content in your scanned files & images for the matching
keyword. QuikFynd highlights matching text, so that you can quickly open the right document.
FIND SIMILAR CONTENT
QuikFynd's algorithms can find images or text documents that are “similar to” the one you just
found, so that you can discover other relevant content from all the files you have in your
storage.
MULTIPLE USERS & PERMISSIONS
Create multiple users and provide separate password for each user to control access to your
search index

HOW TO GET STARTED:
You can get started by signing up for a free demo.
Go to: www.quikfynd.com

BECOME A RESELLER:
If you are a Reseller and you are interested in providing
Quikfynd to your customers. Just contact us at:
sales@quikfynd.com
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